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Antibodies have proven to be central in the development of diagnostic methods over de-
cades, moving from polyclonal antibodies to the milestone development of monoclonal 
antibodies. Although monoclonal antibodies play a valuable role in diagnosis, their pro-
duction is technically demanding and can be expensive. The large size of monoclonal an-
tibodies (150 kDa) makes their re-engineering using recombinant methods a challenge. 
Single-domain antibodies, such as “nanobodies,” are a relatively new class of diagnostic 
probes that originated serendipitously during the assay of camel serum. The immune sys-
tem of the camelid family (camels, llamas, and alpacas) has evolved uniquely to produce 
heavy-chain antibodies that contain a single monomeric variable antibody domain in a 
smaller functional unit of 12–15 kDa. Interestingly, the same biological phenomenon is 
observed in sharks. Since a single-domain antibody molecule is smaller than a conven-
tional mammalian antibody, recombinant engineering and protein expression in vitro using 
bacterial production systems are much simpler. The entire gene encoding such an anti-
body can be cloned and expressed in vitro. Single-domain antibodies are very stable and 
heat-resistant, and hence do not require cold storage, especially when incorporated into a 
diagnostic kit. Their simple genetic structure allows easy re-engineering of the protein to 
introduce new antigen-binding characteristics or attach labels. Here, we review the appli-
cations of single-domain antibodies in laboratory diagnosis and discuss the future poten-
tial in this area.
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IMMUNOASSAYS IN GENERAL

Ligand binding assays are fundamental in laboratory medicine 

for measuring analytes and biomarkers. This class of assays ex-

ploits the binding reaction between an analyte or biomarker and 

a specific affinity reagent. In immunoassays, the affinity reagent 

is an antibody.

Immunoassays form the mainstay for protein biomarker mea-

surements, and numerous proteins can be measured in healthy 

and diseased states. Some target proteins are abundantly pres-

ent (>10 mg/mL), whereas others are found at very low con-

centrations (<1 pg/mL) in clinical samples. The development of 

a suitable immunoassay depends on the availability of the pro-

tein antigen and the generation of an immune response in the 

host animal and the subsequent production of antibodies. Ow-

ing to the inherent diversity of an immune response and the 

structure and binding affinity of different antibodies for the same 

antigen, antibodies used in one assay or platform behave differ-
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ently from those used in another, unless they are the same clone 

of monoclonal antibody. There are numerous examples of vari-

able results between different platforms for the same analyte, 

such as thyroid stimulating hormone and cancer antigen 19-9 

[1, 2]. Post-translational modifications of a protein analyte might 

be another factor that could affect reactivity with an antibody 

and lead to variable results. The challenges of using conven-

tional antibodies in the laboratory have been outlined by Good-

man [3].

However, there are many problems with immunoassays. In 

general, antibodies can originate from polyclonal or monoclonal 

sources. Although they are easy to produce, polyclonal antibod-

ies are variable by nature, and there can be batch-to-batch vari-

ations in sera. Polyclonal antibodies have the advantage of be-

ing able to recognize multiple epitopes of a complex antigen, 

but inconsistency in production has hindered their use. The de-

velopment of monoclonal antibodies was a milestone in the evo-

lution of ligand-based assays. Monoclonal antibodies recognize 

a single epitope and can be produced in a pure and homoge-

neous form indefinitely from a hybridoma. Although monoclonal 

antibodies have a valuable role in diagnosis, their production is 

technically demanding and can be expensive. Moreover, the 

size of monoclonal antibodies (150 kDa) makes their re-engi-

neering using recombinant methods a challenge. There is thus 

a need to develop new robust and reliable antibody probes for 

laboratory diagnosis. Conventional antibodies or complementary 

nucleic acid sequences represent the most common form of 

probes for the detection of various target molecules. Through 

the years, there have been attempts to reduce antibodies into 

fragments, either via enzymatic digestion methods (e.g., using 

pepsin or papain) or via recombinant engineering methods, such 

as those employing fragment antigen binding (Fab), single chain 

variable fragment (ScFv), and fragment variable (Fv) [4]. The 

discovery of naturally occurring heavy chain-only antibodies 

(HCAbs) in camelids heralded a new era in antibody engineer-

ing [5, 6].

SINGLE-DOMAIN ANTIBODIES: GENERATION 
AND PROPERTIES

The classical/canonical antibody in vertebrates contains two 

identical heavy and two identical light chains (Fig. 1). The im-

mune system of camelids (camels, dromedaries, llamas, guana-

cos, vicuñas, and alpacas) has evolved uniquely to produce di-

meric HCAb of approximately 90 kDa that lack light chains and 

the CH1 domain (the first constant heavy chain domain) (Fig. 

1). Among mammals, only members of the Camelidae family 

produce endogenous functional heavy-chain-only IgG. Interest-

Fig. 1. Comparison of the canonical Ig structure with that of heavy-chain-only antibodies.
Abbreviations: VHH, variable heavy chain-only antibodies; CH, constant region of heavy chain; VL, variable region of light chain; VNAR, variable domain of immu-
noglobulin new antigen receptor; Ig-NAR, immunoglobulin new antigen receptor; ScFv, single chain variable fragment.
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ingly, a similar biological phenomenon is observed in sharks [6, 

7]. Cartilaginous fish, including nurse (Ginglymostoma cirratum), 

wobbegong (Orectolobus maculates), and dogfish (Squalus acan-
thias and Mustelus canis) sharks, also remarkably produce func-

tional heavy-chain-only immunoglobulins (HCIgs), named Ig 

new antigen receptor (IgNARs). The IgNAR of cartilaginous fish 

is also a homodimer of two heavy chains with one variable do-

main and five constant domains. In cartilaginous fish, the Ig-

NARs account only for approximately 5% of total Igs. Various 

camelids express different proportions of HCAb, ranging from 

50–75% in camels to approximately 20–40% in llama.

The serendipitous discovery of the natural occurrence of the 

unique, functional, homodimeric, HCIg in camelid serum re-

sulted from a laboratory course for graduate students at the Vrije 

Universiteit Brussels, Belgium [5]. Unlike the canonical mam-

malian antibody, HCIg contains a single intact antigen-binding 

domain (variable domain of heavy chain of HCIg, VHH). The 

counterpart to the VHH in cartilaginous fish is variable domain 

of IgNAR (V-NAR). This single-domain fragment contains only 

two hypervariable loop structures participating in antigen bind-

ing, whereas the VHH contains three hypervariable loops for an-

tigen recognition. It has been postulated that the absence of the 

CH1 in these HCIgs resulted from the loss of a splice consensus 

signal at the 5´ end of the “CH1-hinge” intron during evolution 

[8, 9]. This altered splicing results in the joining of the CH2 do-

main of HCAb to the variable domain through a “hinge” region, 

which is unique to this class of antibodies [5]. 

There are two distinct types of hinges in the heavy chain-only 

IgG of camelids: the short hinge and the long hinge [5, 10]. The 

VHH resembles conventional VH domains but is distinct in se-

quence and structure in that its sequence contains a few critical 

amino acid substitutions in the region that normally interacts with 

the variable light chain domain (VL) [5, 11-14]. These substitu-

tions of large hydrophobic amino acids (in VH) with smaller, hy-

drophilic amino acids (in VHH) are responsible for the soluble be-

havior of the VHH and its function in the absence of a VL partner.

Thus, these variable antigen-binding domains (VHH and V-

NAR) are fully functional within a small 12–15 kDa unit [15]. 

The VHH contains approximately 120 amino acid residues, en-

coded by a gene of 360 bp. This gene can be cloned and sub-

cloned easily. A protein size of approximately 13 kDa is well within 

the limits of bacterial expression and is comparable with ScFv 

(25 kDa), Fab fragments (57 kDa), and the intact IgG (150 kDa).

VHH molecules form the basis to generate small, recombinant, 

autonomous single-domain antigen-binding fragments. The term 

“nanobody” was coined by the company Ablynx (Ghent, Belgium) 

in 2003 as a trademark, but it is now being generally used to 

describe small, recombinant, autonomous single-domain anti-

gen-binding proteins, because of their small size (13 kDa; 2.5 

nm in diameter and 4 nm in length). These nanobodies com-

prise a relatively new class of diagnostic probes. The patent on 

the use of fragments derived from the HCAb originally filed by 

Vrije Universiteit Brussel expired in 2014, resulting in increased 

interest in the commercialization of nanobodies [15].

The process of generating nanobodies begins with the immu-

nization of a camelid. Following the development of an immune 

response, B-lymphocytes are isolated either from the peripheral 

blood or from lymph nodes and used to isolate mRNA. The mRNA 

is then used in reverse transcription to produce cDNA and per-

form PCR with VHH-specific primers to amplify the VHH gene 

region, which is then cloned into a phage display expression 

vector to generate a library. Only primers for VHH are required, 

as opposed to the entire HCIg, because VHH alone contains the 

fully functional antigen-binding domain of the HCIg.

The process of animal immunization can also be bypassed 

through the construction of a naive or synthetic cDNA library. 

Thus, it is also possible to obtain VHHs from non-immune librar-

ies [16], but immune libraries have greater diversity and usually 

yield VHHs with higher affinities [17]. Reactive VHHs that might 

bind weakly to the target can be modified by random or site-di-

rected mutagenesis to isolate higher affinity binders.

Using the solid phase immobilized protein antigen (e.g., on 

magnetic beads), phage-expressing reactive nanobodies can be 

isolated through repeated cycles of screening and amplification 

in bacterial culture. Phage inserts can then be subcloned into 

bacterial or yeast expression vectors. The VHH gene can also 

be altered to a desired affinity and specificity by random muta-

genesis or can be fused to a variety of short-peptide immunoas-

say tags (i.e., His6 [six histidine], c-myc [derived from the c-

myc proto-oncogene], HA [derived from influenza hemaggluti-

nin], Avi [biotin ligase target], ALFA [small α-helix tag], and C-

tag [4-amino acid peptide]) or various enzymes (horseradish 

peroxidase, alkaline phosphatase, or hemolysin). The nanobody 

construct can be produced ad infinitum in microbial cultures in 

the range of mg to g/L, a highly efficient yield for protein produc-

tion. Target-recognizing nanobody clones can then be assayed 

for reactivity and utility in a variety of immunoassays, including 

sandwich or competitive ELISA, chemiluminescent enzyme im-

munoassay (CLEIA), bioluminescent enzyme immunoassay 

(BLEIA), lateral flow assay (LFA), and microfluidic and electro-

chemical devices for use in point-of-care testing, among others.

A typical nanobody has affinities (equilibrium dissociation con-
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stant) in the nanomolar to picomolar range, making them highly 

suited for application in ligand-binding assays [10]. They can 

bind to antigens with comparable affinity to that of conventional 

IgG, even though they lack the light chains that make up the 

antigen-binding region in IgG [18]. Since the functional part of 

the entire nanobody molecule is smaller than that of a conven-

tional mammalian antibody, recombinant engineering and pro-

tein expression in vitro using bacterial production systems is much 

simpler using nanobodies. The entire nanobody gene can be 

cloned and expressed in vitro. It was later discovered in 1997 

that nanobodies retain binding properties after long incubations 

(two weeks) at 37°C [19]. Moreover, these antibodies are very 

stable and heat-resistant at even higher temperatures, meaning 

that cold storage is not required, especially if these are incorpo-

rated into a diagnostic kit. Their resistance to pH extremes gives 

nanobodies the potential to be developed into oral drugs [20]. 

Furthermore, the simple structure of the genes encoding them 

allows re-engineering of the antigenic characteristics of nano-

bodies to “humanize” them for therapeutic applications. The 

following characteristics make nanobodies potentially useful for 

developing reagents for laboratory diagnosis:

Low cost of production: the small size of nanobodies enables 

easier production and high yields in moderate volumes of bac-

terial culture. Expression can be periplasmic or cytoplasmic. Peri-

plasmic expression allows disulfide bridges to form and the pu-

rification of proteins from periplasmic extracts at yields of 1–20 

mg/L on average [21]. Cytoplasmic expression produces much 

higher yields at 60–200 mg/L.

Easy tailoring to meet the application requirements (i.e., to im-
prove specificity and affinity for broadening detection possibili-
ties): the genes encoding nanobodies can be easily re-engi-

neered to select for altered binding properties or epitope tagging 

for an immunoassay configuration. Single-domain antibodies 

bind to targets with comparable affinity to that of many conven-

tional antibodies, sometimes with dissociation constants in the 

low picomolar range [22]. A myriad of methods is available to 

increase the affinity or avidity of any given nanobody. The avail-

ability of cDNA for a particular nanobody allows easy insertion of 

protein tags or labels using standard recombination methods.

Robustness and long shelf live: nanobodies are exceptionally 

heat stable in comparison with Igs and ScFv fragments and can 

thus be easily shipped at most ambient temperatures [18, 23]. 

Their melting temperatures (Tm) can be as high as 80°C, and 

some can be engineered to have a Tm of even up to 90°C. Some 

VHHs, but not all, can refold and renature to 100% after dena-

turation.

Targeting cryptic or hidden epitopes: the small size of a nano-

body allows it to enter antigen-binding sites in protein pockets 

and cavities that might not be accessible to conventional anti-

bodies [24]. VHHs can bind to a variety of epitopes, from enzyme 

active sites [25, 26] to small molecules or haptens [27, 28].

Low immunogenicity [29, 30] and rapid blood clearance: the 

small size of a nanobody allows it to be freely filtered in the glom-

erulus, facilitating excretion. Therefore, for non-invasive in vivo 

imaging or therapeutic applications, if a nanobody is tagged with 

an anti-cancer molecule, residual toxicity will be minimized as 

the nanobody gets excreted. Nanobodies have low immunoge-

nicity due to their sequence similarity with human IgG [31].

THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF 
NANOBODIES IN COMPLEX WITH ANTIGENS

The average affinity of a nanobody for its antigen is approximately 

6 nM, which is comparable with the affinity of the monomeric 

antigen-binding sites (Fab or ScFv) of conventional antibodies 

for their antigens [32]. The structures of numerous nanobodies 

have been revealed by X-ray crystallography [32]. VHH contains 

an IgV fold with nine β-strands and a conserved disulfide bond 

between Cys23 and Cys104 (International ImMunoGeneTics 

[IMGT] information system numbering; Fig. 2). The V domain 

contains three hypervariable loops linked by four conserved frame-

work regions. The paratopes on nanobodies are enriched with 

aromatic residues similar to conventional antibodies. The inter-

actions between nanobodies and antigens are mediated by the 

three complementarity-determining region (CDR) loops and domi-

nated by the CDR3 loop. The antigen epitopes tend to be more 

rigid and concave and are also enriched with aromatic residues. 

In contrast, conventional antibodies use six CDR loops (three in 

the variable domain of the heavy chain and three in the variable 

domain of the light chain) for antigen binding [32]. These struc-

tural insights are instrumental for the rational-design engineer-

ing of nanobodies into more potent affinity reagents [33].

APPLICATION OF NANOBODIES AND ASSAY 
PERFORMANCE

The question regarding which immunoassay applications bene-

fit most from the substitution of classical antibodies with nano-

bodies remains. Nanobodies have been introduced in a wide 

variety of laboratory diagnostic techniques, mainly those for in-

fectious diseases (Table 1). Considering their low cost of pro-

duction and robust behavior (thermoresistance, long shelf life 
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even in the absence of a cold chain), nanobodies are expected 

to become a preferred affinity reagent in future affordable LFAs. 

Nanobodies are perhaps less applicable for the “pregnancy 

test” type of applications but more applicable to assays that are 

used to monitor infectious diseases in animals (both farm and 

wild-life animals) living in remote areas. Efforts were made to 

monitor trypanosome and dengue fever using nanobodies [34, 

35].The lack of applicability to techniques, such as a pregnancy/ 

HCG detection test, relates to the long-established footprint of 

conventional monoclonal antibody usage, and investment in 

HCG detection will make it difficult for nanobodies to replace 

monoclonal antibodies for these techniques. 

In addition to LFAs, nanobodies have been assessed for the 

detection of various targets in ELISA-based methods. Although 

the generation of nanobodies against haptens is challenging, 

nanobodies against multiple small organic compounds have 

been identified [27, 36-39]. These nanobodies, combined with 

sensitive detection technologies or in competitive ELISA formats, 

appear to be a valuable tool for monitoring contaminants in soil 

or on food. For this, first, contaminating herbicides, fungicides, 

or insecticides must be extracted from soil or food. Many of these 

contaminants are hydrophobic and poorly soluble in aqueous 

solutions, and their extraction in dimethyl sulfoxide, methanol, 

acetone, and other organic solvents is not compatible with the 

proteinaceous probes. However, stable nanobodies appear to 

be resistant to exposure to such non-physiological solutes [40-

42].

The diagnostic sensitivities of LFAs and standard sandwich 

ELISA for particularly difficult-to-measure targets (i.e., glycosyl-

ated, biomarkers involved in variable assemblies or when pres-

ent at extremely low concentrations), seem to be inadequate. In 

such cases, it might be necessary to switch to more sensitive 

detection methods, such as CLEIA or BLEIA, or more sophisti-

cated new diagnostic instruments, such as (magneto-) electro-

chemical sensors [39, 43, 44]. The flexible format and small 

size of nanobodies allows for tailoring and adaptation for direc-

tional coupling at a high density on magnetic beads or on the 

sensor layer of novel biosensors [45, 46]. For example, the pros-

tate specific antigen (PSA) sandwich immunosensor has a de-

tection limit of 0.08 ng/mL and range of 0.1–100 ng/mL while 

the surface plasmon resonance assay for PSA has a detection 

limit of 0.3 ng/mL, well below the clinical-detection lower limit of 

4 ng/mL [45, 46]. This contrasts with the higher detection limits 

of various automated platforms using conventional antibodies 

Fig. 2. Architectures of homodimeric heavy‐chain antibodies (bottom left) with the Ag‐binding single‐domain VHH enlarged on top and 
classical heterotetrameric antibodies (bottom right) with the Ag‐binding variable fragments (comprising VH and VL domains) enlarged on 
top. Adapted from Muyldermans (2021, ref 33). (Permission under Creative Commons Attribution license) (https://doi.org/10.1111/febs. 
15515).
Abbreviations: VHH, variable heavy chain-only antibodies; CH, constant region of heavy chain; VL, variable region of light chain; CDR, complementarity-de-
termining region.
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Table 1. Selected examples of the use of nanobodies (and V-NAR) in disease diagnosis

Antigen (target protein or small molecule) Application Method Reference

Detection of parasite or fungal infection

Malarial apical membrane antigen-1 Plasmodium falciparum Immunofluorescence (V-NAR) [55]

Trypanosomal pyruvate kinase Trypanosoma congolense ELISA and LFA [35]

Paraflagellar rod protein All trypanosome species (Trypanosoma evansi, 
Trypanosoma congolense, Trypanosoma brucei, 
Trypanosoma vivax)

ELISA and immunofluorescence [56]

Glycosomal aldolase Trypanosoma congolense ELISA [57, 58]

Iron superoxide dismutase 1, tryparedoxin 1, 
nuclear transport factor 2

Leishmania infantum ELISA [59]

Fasciola excretory secretory protein Fasciola hepatica ELISA [60]

Taenia solium 14 kDa diagnostic glycoprotein Taenia solium Sandwich ELISA [61]

Excretory secretory protein Toxocara canis Sandwich ELISA and electrochemical 
magnetosensor

[49, 50, 62]

Alternaria mycotoxin tenuazonic acid Alternaria CLEIA and BLEIA [63]

Detection of bacterial infection

Chaperonin GroEL Brucella ELISA [20]

Flagella Campylobacter jejuni or Campylobacter coli Fluorescence microscopy/immunoblotting [64, 65]

Listeria monocytogenes Sandwich ELISA [66]

Shiga toxin type 2 (B domain) Shigella dysenteriae Sandwich ELISA [67]

Cholera toxin Vibrio cholerae V-NAR Sandwich ELISA [68]

Detection of viral infection

Dengue virus type 2 NS1 protein Dengue virus LFA [34]

H5N1 Influenza H5N1 Double nanobody Sandwich ELISA [69]

E2/E3E2 envelope protein Western equine encephalitis virus Sandwich ELISA [70]

FMDV 3ABC protein and synthetic peptides Foot-and-mouth disease virus Competitive ELISA [71]

PEDV N protein Porcine epidemic diarrhea virus Blocking ELISA [72]

Ebola virus nuclear protein Zaire Ebola virus V-NAR ELISA [73]

Detection of small toxic molecules

   Caffeine Caffeine contamination Competitive ELISA [27]

   Biphenyl 2,3-dioxygenase Oil refinery waste treatment Western blot [36]

   Parathion Organophosphorous pesticide detection One-step direct competitive fluorescent 
immunoassay

[37]

   3-Phenoxybenzoic acid Detection of pyrethroid insecticides in urine One-step direct competitive fluorescent 
immunoassay

[38]

   Tetrabromobisphenol Flame retardant Competitive ELISA [40]

   Dicamba Contamination with selective herbicide CLEIA [39]

Detection of human disease or malignancy

Human glycophorin A (CD235a) Anti-HIV-1 p24 antibodies Anti-CD235a VHH fused to HIV-1 p24–
agglutination for HIV diagnosis

[74]

Alpha-fetoprotein Cancer biomarker ELISA and immuno-PCR [75]

Pancreatic secretory zymogen-granule 
glycoprotein 2

Crohn’s disease ELISA and immunohistochemistry [76]

CEA Cancer biomarker Biosensor for cancer biomarker [44]

(Continued to the next page)
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[47]. Similar advantages in sensitivity were seen with a growth 

hormone assay utilizing a nanobody, wherein a detection range 

of 0.5–110 ng/mL was achieved [48]. Our efforts to design bet-

ter performing assays culminated in a recent highly reproduc-

ible sensitive and specific assay for Toxocara excretory secretory 

components [49, 50].

CONCLUSIONS

Although many efforts have been undertaken in academic insti-

tutions to introduce nanobodies in standard ELISAs to monitor 

biomarkers for human health (Table 1), it will be extremely diffi-

cult to substitute the well-established classical monoclonal anti-

bodies in these applications (refer to the HCG test example). Nev-

ertheless, there might be one notable exception, specifically in 
vivo non-invasive imaging [51]. The small size of monomeric 

nanobodies allows them to rapidly extravasate from veins and 

diffuse evenly into tissues to reach their targets. At the same 

time, excess nanobodies are rapidly cleared from the blood via 

the kidneys. Hence, radionuclide-labeled nanobodies injected 

intravenously distribute throughout the body, whereas kidney 

clearance removes excess free nanobody, with a minor fraction 

accumulating at the diseased sites in the body, based on the 

specificity of the nanobody. If extended half-life is desired to im-

prove imaging, a nanobody can be coupled to other proteins 

[52, 53]. The lesions or spots of diseased, infected, or inflamed 

tissue will be loaded with labeled nanobodies that can be moni-

tored via PET or single-photon emission computed tomography 

whole body scans. This highly promising non-invasive imaging 

technique has been used in mouse studies with nanobodies 

against cancer biomarkers and for sites of inflammation (Table 

1). A phase I study has been reported for anti-HER2 nanobod-

ies in breast cancer patients [54]. As illustrated in this review, 

increasing future applications of nanobodies for diagnostic pur-

Antigen (target protein or small molecule) Application Method Reference

Procalcitonin Serum marker for bacterial infections Electrochemiluminescence [43]

Growth hormone Anti-doping assay Sandwich ELISA [48]

CD22 B-cell malignancies/leukemia ELISA and FACS [77]

hPSA Prostate cancer Sandwich ELISA/Surface plasma 
resonance-based assay

[45, 46]

CD38 Soluble CD38 in multiple myeloma Sandwich assay [78]

Human β-2-microglobulin Amyloid disease Fluorescence immunostaining [79]

In vivo non-invasive imaging

EGFR Tumor solid burden SPECT/microCT [80]

CD33 Acute myeloid leukemia Non-invasive imaging (PET/SPECT) [81]

HER2 Breast cancer [54]

MMR Tumor-associated macrophages SPECT/microCT and PET [82, 83]

PSMA Prostate cancer SPECT/microCT [84]

CD20 Non-Hodgkin lymphoma Theranostic [85, 86]

DPP6 Pancreatic endocrine cells SPECT/CT [87]

CA IX Hypoxic ductal carcinoma Molecular fluorescence imaging [88]

Clec4F and Vsig4 Kupffer cells, acute hepatitis, staging of liver 
pathogenesis

Immunohistochemistry and SPECT [89]

CRIg Rheumatoid arthritis/joint inflammation SPECT/CT [90, 91]

VCAM1 Atherosclerotic lesions SPECT imaging [92]

Fibronectin Breast cancer, melanoma PET/CT [93]

Abbreviations: LFA, lateral flow assay; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography; CT, computed tomography; CLEIA, chemiluminescence en-
zyme immunoassay; BLEIA, bioluminescent enzyme immunoassay; MMR, macrophage mannose receptor; V-NAR, variable domain of immunoglobulin new 
antigen receptor. PEDV, porcine epidemic diarrhea virus; FMDV, foot-and-mouth disease virus; VHH, variable heavy chain-only antibodies (also known as 
single-domain antibodies); HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; FACS, fluorescent activated cell sorting; hPSA, human 
prostate specific antigen; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; PET, positron emission tomography; CA IX, carbonic anhydrase 9; PSMA, prostate-specif-
ic membrane antigen; NS1, non-structural protein 1.

Table 1. Continued
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poses are likely in the clinical laboratory, particularly in the con-

text of infectious disease, as well as for imaging.
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